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LVR meets today’s steel industry challenges — satisfying the 
most demanding refractory application needs under the  
safest possible conditions.

Using KT-Grant’s specially designed equipment, LVR ensures 
worker safety and shortens maintenance downtime for a variety  
of steel applications.

EAF STEEL SERVICES
Ladle Refractory Maintenance • Furnace Lining Patch or Removal

EBT Taphole Change Out • Tundish Refractory Removal 
Refractory Installation • Reheat Furnace Repair

24/7 Emergency Response

GOM-BDRE

We have crews, equipment, and material ready to mobilize
 on short notice from our three branch locations.

LVR OFFICE LOCATIONS
LVR, Inc. – Northampton
75 W 21st St.
Northampton, PA 18067

LVR, Inc. – Syracuse
6679 Moore Rd.
Syracuse, NY 13211

LVR, Inc. – Oxford
2 Hawksley Dr.
Oxford, MA 01540
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STEEL INDUSTRY SERVICES PROVIDED
Ladle Refractory Maintenance
LVR’s refractory maintenance service 
provides careful ladle hot clean and 
refractory lining removal, eliminating 
damage to both the working and  
safety linings.

EAF Furnace Lining Patch 
or Removal
LVR provides furnace refractory lining 
patch and removal services using 
GEF-530 top mount machines and 
GOM-BDRE mobile equipment to 
accommodate electric arc furnaces 
with diameters from 10 to 35 feet and 
capacities up to 400 tons.

EBT Taphole Change Out
LVR provides EBT Taphole change out 
service using specialty engineered 
KT-Grant systems with a quick-change 
adapter installed on the GOM-BDRE 
machine. It efficiently removes the 
original taphole and inserts a new one, 
holding it in place for safe installation.

Tundish Refractory Removal
LVR’s equipment enables careful 
refractory removal with minimal damage 
to the ladle safety lining. The GOM-BDRE 
cleans tundishes efficiently, removing 
skulls and refractory material.

Refractory Installation
LVR’s team of highly skilled installers 
focuses on safety and quality above all — 
ensuring superior refractory performance 
under the safest conditions possible. 
Expertise in ladle, EAF furnace, reheat 
furnace, and AOD linings.

Reheat Furnace Repair    
and Rebuild
LVR provides refractory installation  
and mechanical repair supporting major 
reheat furnace relines, minor repairs, and 
preventative maintenance programs.

Our warehouses are stocked with a full line of materials
ready for immediate shipment.

Please visit www.lvrinc.com to read more about our services.

http://www.lvrinc.com



